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============================================== Bakado Player is a
lightweight application that will increase the space of your subtitles while making your collection
more beautiful. This player is the second player that can be found at [$@NEWSITE$]. It's aimed to be
a movie player that will grow your movie collection. Because of this, it will clearly separate your subs
from other parts of your player. Our goal with this player is to keep movie and subtitle area as
distinct as possible. This means that when the subtitle is covering the entire movie area, the next
subtitle will be far, but when the subtitle is moved to the movie area, the previous subtitle will move
away. The color scheme has been chosen to be a bit modern, and is intended to be customizable.
We are trying to make the player very easy to style, however, we encourage you to make your own
style with it. Features ============================================== *
The layout and colour scheme is highly customizable. * If the vertical position of your subtitles is off,
you can use the left and right scrollbar to arrange them. * The horizontal scrollbar shows the position
of your subs, allowing you to easily arrange them without using the vertical scrollbar. * The preview
window will display a preview of your subtitles, allowing you to quickly browse and move around
them. * The Player Bar will keep your current subtitle in the centre of the screen. * You can click on
any part of the Player Bar to close it, allowing you to quickly switch between different subtitles. * The
Player Bar has a 'Learn More' button that will take you to our website. * The subtitle list has a
preview window that allows you to quickly view a subtitle. * The player will fetch the subtitles that
are closest to your current position. * You can drag&drop the subtitles to put them in any part of the
player bar, or even without the player bar at all. * The controls are customizable. * The standard
controls are: * Playing/Pausing the movie * The Playlist/Movie Directory * Previous/Next subtitles *
Fullscreen or not. * The player will be fully customizable through the simple settings menu. * We
want to improve every single aspect of the player. With your feedback, we can make this a great
player. * A lot of people use us to access subtitles of movies in foreign languages. We can't help it
that not every subtitle is available on our server. We are planning
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=========== BakadoPlayer is a lightweight application for playing full HD movie content. This
player can utilize TMPGEncoder, openStream, TMPDecoder and TMPMedia plugins to play the movie
content. The main features of the player are: ✓ Player can use subtitle track provided by
TMPGEncoder, but player does not depend on it for playback. ✓ Player can apply effect and change
subtitle's appearance, such as lighten, darken, change color etc. ✓ Player can change subtitle's
visiblity, such as fade, use toggling and highlight. ✓ It can display the subtitle bar at a position
relative to the movie window. You can set subtitle bar's position via 'BakadoPlayer' settings. ✓ Player
has previewing and dragging&dropping functions for subtitle. ✓ Player can set subtitle by
dragging&dropping it. ✓ Player can display sub bar's action with subtitle, such as play, pause, stop,
seek etc. ✓ Player can also set subtitle position automatically. ✓ Player's share function works. Just
drag&drop your movie or folder onto the player and play. ✓ Player has an option to automatically
update subtitle. ✓ Player can play multiple subtitle at the same time. ✓ Player can use TMPGEncoder
or TMPDecoder for subtitle rendering, but they are not required. Please note that, although this
player supports text-based subtitle, it is not yet a complete Text-Based Subtitle Player. Some
limitations exist, such as the multi-line, non-wrapping and subtitles read aloud functions. Try out the
demo of this player first before you buy the full version. Please contact me regarding the full version
of this player. Please note: =========== This app uses a 3rd party lib - libavcodec, you need to
have the copy of the library installed on your machine for the app to work. Examples of usage:
================= - To convert your video with subtitles to MPG file - To decode your video
with subtitles to Audio CDs - To encode your movie/video to multiple formats with subtitles
(conversion) - To encode your subtitle track separately to a video file - To decode the subtitle track
separately to audio CDs - To change the appearance of the subtitles, use effect - To reduce the size
of the subtitle bar - To make the subtitle

What's New In BakadoPlayer?

---------------------------------------------------- BakadoPlayer is a tile oriented application built to combine the
functions and convenience of a small player for your multiple subtitles (or different languages) with
an application that takes good care of your movie. BakadoPlayer is a lightweight application
purposely designed for users that are stumbling upon movies with hard-coded subtitles. We all know
that hardcoded subtitles are an eyesore when another subtitle is loaded on top of it. Even though
hard subs are not removable, BakadoPlayer provides more space for the subs to move to. In fact, the
movie screen is separate from the subs area; this is an excellent feature for people that are annoyed
by subs that are invading movie space. Furthermore, BakadoPlayer is a good choice for users that
need to load multiple subs in different languages. Overlapping won't be a problem here as the player
will neatly arrange the subtitles such way that there is no collision between them. Also, the player
sports a subtitle list that has previous and next buttons to navigate through it as well as a preview
option for your subs. Drag&drop is also supported, so if you want to drag a sub in without opening
multiple menus, you can do it. All in all, Bakado player is a, but tile orientates program that takes
efficiently manages your space by separating the movie window form the subtitle bar. We
recommend it to all users that are using multiple subs at once or are just tired of video-sub
overlapping. BakadoPlayer Features: ---------------------------------------------------- BakadoPlayer is a tile
oriented application built to combine the functions and convenience of a small player for your
multiple subtitles (or different languages) with an application that takes good care of your movie.
BakadoPlayer is a lightweight application purposely designed for users that are stumbling upon
movies with hard-coded subtitles. We all know that hardcoded subtitles are an eyesore when another
subtitle is loaded on top of it. Even though hard subs are not removable, BakadoPlayer provides
more space for the subs to move to. In fact, the movie screen is separate from the subs area; this is
an excellent feature for people that are annoyed by subs that are invading movie space.
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Furthermore, BakadoPlayer is a good choice for users that need to load multiple subs in different
languages. Overlapping won't be a problem here as the player will neatly arrange the subtitles such
way that there is no collision between them. Also, the player sports a subtitle list that has previous
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System Requirements For BakadoPlayer:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 or later CPU: Dual core processor (2.8 GHz) RAM: 4 GB HDD: 2 GB
Recommended: CPU: Quad core processor (4 GHz) RAM: 8 GB HDD: 5 GB References: #2: A robot
arm assembly manully made from orange
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